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organic compound definition examples
britannica Mar 31 2024
web organic compound any of a large class of chemical compounds in which one
or more atoms of carbon are covalently linked to atoms of other elements most
commonly hydrogen oxygen or nitrogen the few carbon containing compounds
not classified as organic include carbides carbonates and cyanides

organic compound wikipedia Feb 28 2024
web organic compound methane ch4 is among the simplest organic compounds
some chemical authorities define an organic compound as a chemical compound
that contains a carbon hydrogen or carbon carbon bond others consider an
organic compound to be any chemical compound that contains carbon

organic compounds classification of organic
compounds Jan 29 2024
web what are organic compounds the compounds in solid liquid or gaseous
states which contain carbon in their molecule are known as organic compounds
there are a large number of organic compounds and therefore a proper
systematic classification was required organic compounds can be broadly
classified as acyclic open chain or cyclic

3 11 organic compounds chemistry libretexts
Dec 28 2023
web organic compounds like inorganic compounds obey all the natural laws
often there is no clear distinction in the chemical or physical properties among
organic and inorganic molecules nevertheless it is useful to compare typical
members of each class as in table pageindex 1

organic compounds definition examples list and
structure Nov 26 2023
web nov 23 2017   organic compounds are a type chemical compounds where
one or more than one carbon covalently bonded with each other and with other
atom like nitrogen oxygen halogen etc such as methane ch 4 ethane c 2 h 6
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benzene c 6 h 6 etc

26 1 organic compounds and structures an
overview Oct 26 2023
web 26 1 organic compounds and structures an overview page id learning
objectives to recognize the composition and properties typical of organic and
inorganic compounds to identify and name simple straight chain alkanes given
formulas and write formulas for straight chain alkanes given their names

organic chemistry science khan academy Sep 24
2023
web let s make some beautiful organic molecules unit 1 structure and bonding
dot structures hybridization bond line structures electronegativity unit 2
resonance and acid base chemistry counting electrons resonance structures
organic acid base chemistry unit 3 alkanes cycloalkanes and functional groups

what are organic compounds chemtalk Aug 24
2023
web organic compounds are a class of chemicals that are based on carbon they
are found in living organisms and are essential for life as they are involved in
many of the chemical reactions that take place in cells and tissues they are made
up of carbon and other elements such as hydrogen oxygen and nitrogen

organic compound definition and examples
biology online Jul 23 2023
web jul 24 2022   an organic compound is a compound that in general contains
carbon covalently bound to other atoms especially carbon carbon c c and carbon
hydrogen c h such as in hydrocarbons a chemical compound refers to any
substance made up of two or more elements that are chemically bonded
together

23 organic compounds chemistry libretexts Jun
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21 2023
web 23 organic compounds page id 6385 anonymous libretexts carbon is unique
among the elements in its ability to catenate to form a wide variety of
compounds that contain long chains and or rings of carbon atoms some of the
most complex chemical structures known are those of the organic molecules
found in living organisms
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